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(5 pt) Problem A: Implementation 

Write a program to detect collisions among many sphere-like, `fat' polyhedra of            
different shapes and sizes flying inside a confined region (e.g. a cube, a table with               
boundary, etc); Each object is given an initial random velocity and angular            
velocity. The velocity stays the same unless an object hits an obstacle (e.g. a wall               
or another object), in which case a component of the velocity should be flipped so               
that the object stays within the confinement. State your assumptions about the            
objects! You may wish to reuse and modify the source code available at             
http://gamma.cs.unc.edu/software/#collision 
 
For this problem, I utilized three great libraries (BulletPhysics, ReactPhysics3D,          
and Built-in Nvidia Physics for Unity) to implement collision detections coupled           
with simple rigid-body dynamics and Game Engine-Level dynamics.  
 
Websites for the above libraries are the following: 

(1)BulletPhysics: 
http://digitalopus.ca/site/bullet-physics-in-unity-3d/ 

(2)ReactPhysics3D: 
https://www.reactphysics3d.com 

(3)Nvidia Physics Plugin: 
https://forum.unity.com/threads/nvidia-physx-plugin-preview.645004/ 

 
I designed different experiments for analyzing use cases of libraries with different            
variations (seen in Problem B). 
 

http://gamma.cs.unc.edu/software/#collision
http://digitalopus.ca/site/bullet-physics-in-unity-3d/
https://www.reactphysics3d.com/
https://forum.unity.com/threads/nvidia-physx-plugin-preview.645004/


 
I also individually implemented a simple GKJ algorithm coupled with brutal force            
implementation of broad-phase for n objects based on this unity project: 
https://github.com/christner-alex/GJKProject/tree/00395d5e136f3fe9c97bd6bc11d
6832c1515cbfb 
 
Three experiments made when using BulletPhysics: 

(1)  Number of Object 
(2)  Size of Objects  
(3)  Shape of Objects (Cube, Cone, Capsule, Sphere) 

 
Five experiments made when using Built-in Nvidia Physics for Unity: 

(1)  Number of Objects 
(2)  Size of Objects 
(3)  Shape of Objects (Cube, Cone, Cylinder, Capsule) 
(4)  Complexity of Objects  
(5)  Bounding Shape 

 
Three experiments made when using ReactPhysics3D: 

(1)  Number of Object 
(2)  Size of Objects 
(3)  Shape of Objects (Cube, Capsule, Sphere) 

 
Free Camera are implemented for better observations. Simple UI are also designed            
for simply changing parameters (e.g., shapes, sizes, mass, gravity, initial velocity,           
etc.). Mass is not a very important factor to affect collision detection here and              
hence after some trials for that, I didn’t put the analysis of mass in this report. To                 
measure the performance, I recorded the time consumption using averaged one           
time update after 10000 time updates. 
 
 
 

https://github.com/christner-alex/GJKProject/tree/00395d5e136f3fe9c97bd6bc11d6832c1515cbfb
https://github.com/christner-alex/GJKProject/tree/00395d5e136f3fe9c97bd6bc11d6832c1515cbfb


(10pt) Problem B: Analysis 

Analyze the performance of your algorithm (or implementation) in different          
situations. 
Change at least the following parameters and measure computation time: 

1. Number of objects (1~50) 
2. The complexity of objects (The number of polygons for each object.  Try at 

least 3 different data sets) 
3. Sizes of objects (The relative size of each object w.r.t. the extension of the 

bounding cube.) 

Other parameters to consider may include the velocities, masses, aspect ratio, etc.            
Your algorithm (implementation) should exhibit different characteristics to the         
variation of these parameters. 
Present data in tables and graphs, and explain the differences in performance. 

1. BulletPhysics 

 

Fig.1 Mixed Scene (5 cubes, 5 cones, 5 capsule, 5 sphere, 5 cylinders,  size=1) 



 

 

Fig.2(1) Cube Scene (125 cubes,  size=1) 

 

Fig.2(2) Capsule Scene (25 capsules, size=1) 



All the following experiments utilized the full boundness of objects and walls with             
normal gravity. The broad-phase collision detection used here is sweep and prune,            
the built-in method: btAxisSweep3() 
http://docs.ros.org/diamondback/api/bullet/html/classbtAxisSweep3.html 
 
(1) Number of Objects: 
I did this experiment using different numbers of objects to test the performance of              
collision detection here including cubes, cones, and capsules up to 200 (seen in             
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). Demos can be obtained through the following links: 
1) Cube Scene (number: 50, size: 3) https://youtu.be/H-dTXuRTb7c 
2) Cube Scene (number:125, size:3) https://youtu.be/AIg1qmNXxM4 
3) Mixed Scene(number: 50, size: 1) https://youtu.be/ZbUpzL51vxs 
 
What’s more, with fixed size, mass and complexity, cases of collision detection            
will consume more time with more objects in scenes. Thus, the relationship            
between number of objects and detection performance could be approached          
approximately as a linear one (seen in Fig. 3). Cone objects are the simplest and               
the corresponding computation time is also the least. 
 

  
Fig.3 Test: Number of Objects 

http://docs.ros.org/diamondback/api/bullet/html/classbtAxisSweep3.html
https://youtu.be/H-dTXuRTb7c
https://youtu.be/AIg1qmNXxM4
https://youtu.be/ZbUpzL51vxs


 

Fig.4(1) Capsule Scene (50 capsules, size=3)  

 

Fig.4(1) Capsule Scene (50 capsules, size=4)  

 

 

 



(2) Size of Objects: 
I did this experiment using different sizes (1 to 6) of objects to test the performance                
of collision detection here including cubes, cones, and capsules (seen in Fig.4).            
Demos can be obtained through the following links:  
1) Mixed Scenes (number 50 size: 1) https://youtu.be/ZbUpzL51vxs 
2) Mixed Scenes (number 50 size: 3) https://youtu.be/Mbchev6EQ4Q 
 
What’s more, with a fixed number of objects (50), mass and complexity, cases of              
collision detection will consume more time with bigger objects in scenes. Thus, the             
relationship between size of objects and detection performance could be          
approached approximately as a linear one (seen in Fig. 5). Cone objects are the              
simplest and the corresponding computation time is also the least. 
 

 
Fig.5 Test: Size of Objects 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/ZbUpzL51vxs
https://youtu.be/Mbchev6EQ4Q


2. Built-in Nvidia Physics for Unity: 

All the following experiments utilized the full boundness of objects and walls with             
no gravity and random initial velocity. The broad-phase collision detection used           
here are discrete collision detection (default setting, collisions will only be checked            
at every fixed delta time step.) and speculative continuous collision detection           
(CCD), the built-in methods.  
https://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/ContinuousCollisionDetection.html#sweep 
 
Speculative CCD works by increasing an object’s broad-phase axis-aligned         
minimum bounding box (AABB), based on the object’s linear and angular motion.            
The algorithm is speculative because it picks all potential contacts during the next             
physics step. All contacts are then fed into the solver, which makes sure that all               
contact constraints are satisfied so that an object does not tunnel through any             
collision.  
 

  
Fig.6 Speculative CCD Illustration 

 
The above diagram shows how a sphere moving from t0 could have an expected              
position at t1 if there were no walls in its path. By inflating the AABB with its                 
target pose, the speculative algorithm picks up two contacts with the n1 and n2              

https://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/ContinuousCollisionDetection.html#sweep


normals. The algorithm then tells the solver to respect those contacts so that the              
sphere doesn’t tunnel through the walls. In fact, I also test the influence of initial               
velocity on collision detection. It turns out that it has little influence on the              
computing performance but with higher initial velocity, the error effects: tunnelling           
will happen more often as well. When the initial velocity is greater than 10m/s,              
nearly all the quick collision that happens in the small box will encounter with              
errors, which means the objects previously move inside the box will tunnel walls of              
the box and then move away. From my perspective, the main reason behind is              
when the velocity is much greater than the simulation steps, such tunneling errors             
will be unavoidable. Following are the two demos for a better illustration. 
1) Mixed Scene (size: 1) https://youtu.be/qsOkCCeHjOc 
2) Mixed Scene (size of some objects: 3) https://youtu.be/qsOkCCeHjOc 
 
(1) Number of Objects: 
I did this experiment using different numbers of objects to test the performance of              
collision detection here including cubes, cones, and capsules up to 200 (seen in             
Fig. 8). At the same time, the size is stricted limited to very small for a convenient                 
testing (size = 0.1).  
 

 
Fig.7 Test: Number of Objects 

 

https://youtu.be/qsOkCCeHjOc
https://youtu.be/qsOkCCeHjOc


What’s more, with fixed size, mass, initial velocity and complexity, cases of            
collision detection will consume more time with more objects in scenes. Thus, the             
relationship between number of objects and detection performance could be          
approached approximately as a linear one (seen in Fig. 7). Cone objects are the              
simplest and the corresponding computation time is also the least. Compared with            
BulletPhysics, the built-in physics engine performs a little better. 
 

 
Fig.8 Mixed Scene (size = 1) 

 

 
Fig.8 Mixed Scene (size of cubes = 3, size of cones =2, size of others = 1) 



(2) Size of Objects: 
I did this experiment using different sizes (0.5 to 3, step size = 0.5) of objects to                 
test the performance of collision detection here including cubes, cones, and           
capsules (seen in Fig. 8). What’s more, with a fixed number of objects (50), mass,               
initial velocity and complexity, cases of collision detection will consume more           
time with bigger objects in scenes. Thus, the relationship between size of objects             
and detection performance could be approached approximately as a linear one           
(seen in Fig. 9). Cone objects are the simplest and the corresponding computation             
time is the least. 

                     
Fig.9 Test: Size of Objects 

 
(3) Complexity of Objects: 
For test complexity of objects, I used similar methods of level of details (LOD) to               
change the mesh structure of objects with the help of Mantis LOD Editor to change               
complexity of objects. 
http://www.mesh-online.net/ 
 
Here, I utilized two models: bunny and banana to do the experiments (seen in Fig.               
10, four levels of complexity). During the experiment, as the Fig. 11 indicates,             
mass, broad-phase collision detection, and initial velocity could also be altered.           
Models are also with simple textures. 

http://www.mesh-online.net/


 

 

Fig.10 (1) Mesh Simplification: Banana 
 

 

 
Fig.10 (2) Mesh Simplification: Bunny 



 

Fig.11 LOD Scene (12 bunnies and 12 bananas) 

 

One demo can be accessed in the following link: 

1) LOD Scene with Simple UI: https://youtu.be/QrYMIdjhnes 

The following table indicates the performance of collision detection with different           
complexity of objects. With fixed initial velocity (3m/s), size, mass, broad-phase           
collision detection (speculative CCD) and number of objects (50), performance          
improves when objects become simpler.  

Level of LOD/ Objects Bananas Bunnies 

0 (Original) 0.12331 ms 0.12432 ms 

1 0.11783 ms 0.11925 ms 

2 0.10954 ms 0.11022 ms 

3 0.08987 ms 0.09056 ms 
 

Table. 1 Complexity of Objects 

https://youtu.be/QrYMIdjhnes


3. ReactPhysics3D: 

All the following experiments utilized the full boundness of objects and walls with             
altered gravity and random initial velocity. The broad-phase collision detection          
used here is dynamic AABB tree (in DynamicAABBTree.cpp), built-in method in           
CollisionDetection.cpp: reportAllShapesOverlappingWithAABB()  
and in BroadPhaseAlgorithm.cpp: computeOverlappingPairs().  
 
Simple UI is also provided and the effects of size and number of objects are               
performed. Here, I only tested cubes and cylinder with different sizes and numbers. 

 

Fig. 12 (1) Cube Scene (200 cubes, size = 0.04) 

 

 

 



 
Fig. 12 (2) Mixed Scene (cubes, cylinders, spheres, and dumbbells) 

 
Demos can be accessed in the following links: 
1) Cube Scene (number: 200, size: 0.04) https://youtu.be/0QQcayVKt5Y 
2) Mixed Scene (number: 30, size: 1) https://youtu.be/mBw4pylK8WA 
 
(1) Number of Objects: 
I did this experiment using different numbers of objects to test the performance of              
collision detection here including cubes and cylinder up to 200 (seen in Fig. 12              
(1)). At the same time, the size is stricted limited to very small for a convenient                
testing (size = 0.04). What’s more, with fixed size, mass, initial velocity and             
complexity, cases of collision detection will consume more time with more objects            
in scenes. The relationship between number of objects and detection performance           
could be approached approximately as a linear one (seen in Fig. 13). I also noticed               
that the performance of using this library (1.31 ms when 200 cubes in a scene) is a                 
little worse than that using BulletPhysics (0.95 ms when 200 cubes in a scene). 
 

https://youtu.be/0QQcayVKt5Y
https://youtu.be/mBw4pylK8WA


 

  
Fig. 13 Test: Number of Objects 

 
(2) Size of Objects: 
I did this experiment using different sizes (0.2 to 2, step size = 0.2) of objects to                 
test the performance of collision detection here including cubes and cylinders (seen            
in Fig. 12). What’s more, with a fixed number of objects (50), mass, initial velocity               
and complexity, cases of collision detection will consume more time with bigger            
objects in scenes. Thus, the relationship between size of objects and detection            
performance could be approached approximately as a linear one (seen in Fig. 14). I              
also noticed that the performance of using this library (0.195 ms when cubes of              
size = 1 in a scene) is a little worse than that using BulletPhysics (0.183 ms when                 
cubes of size = 1 in a scene). From my perspective, the main reason causing such                
differences are that the different programming languages and my naive rendering           
implementations of using ReactPhysics3D based on OpenGL. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Fig. 14 Test: Size of Objects 

 

     

Fig. 15 Naive Implementation of Broad-Phase 

 



(10pt) Problem C: Varying Parameters 

Same as Problem A, except the objects have the same size. What would you do               
differently? Show a simple prototype implementation to compare and contrast the           
performance of two different algorithms (implementation).  

For this problem, I compared three methods in broad-phase collision detection:  

1) Dynamic AABB tree, sweep and prune using the library of BulletPhysics 

Built-in methods:  DbvtBroadphase() and  AxisSweep3() 

2) Dynamic AABB tree using the library of ReactPhysics3D 

Built-in methods: computeOverlappingPairs() 

3) Naive brutal force implementation, pairwise check (complexity: O(n^2)). This          
Brutal force implementation of broad-phase is based on self-implemented GJK          
distance algorithm, when objects collide with each other, they will become red            
(seen in Fig. 15). A very simple rigid body dynamic has been added (reverse              
velocity after collisions). One demo can be accessed through the following link: 

https://youtu.be/_LZBeZgfqM0 

The following tables indicate my performance experiments on different algorithms          
of broad-phase collision detection. Two different objects (cube, cylinder) are used           
with the same sizes, initial velocities, and masses. It is clear to see, the dynamic               
AABB tree behaves nearly the same as the sweep and prune while my naive              
implementation behaves much slower than those two. 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/_LZBeZgfqM0


Library / Performance    Computation Time with 50 objects 

Sweep and Prune (Bullet Physics) 0.21558 ms 

Dynamic AABB Tree (Bullet Physics) 0.21332 ms 

Dynamic AABB Tree (React Physics) 0.26823 ms 

Brutal Force (Self-Implemented) 0.78024 ms 
Table. 2 (1) Different Broad-Phase Implementation: Cube 

 

Library / Performance    Computation Time with 50 objects 

Sweep and Prune (Bullet Physics) 0.21994 ms 

Dynamic AABB Tree (Bullet Physics) 0.22034 ms 

Dynamic AABB Tree (React Physics) 0.27048 ms 

Brutal Force (Self-Implemented) 0.8305a ms 
Table. 2 (2) Different Broad-Phase Implementation: Cylinder 

 

 


